The recognition of patients with Atrial Fibrillation (AF) risk, from body sugace ECG, remains an actual problem. The aim of the work is to investigate how the study of the P-wave morphologv may assess any clustering algorithm in separating patients with AF risk from healthy subjects. The clustering is done by the kmeans algorithm and using o new method: the Integrated Shape Averaging (ISA). According to the results, the method was able to separate patients with AF risk from safety ones with 75 % sensitivity and 70 % specificity on 40 recordings. Furthermore, two families of P-wave pattern were characterized among the patients with AF risk and probably corresponding to electrical manifstations of conduction defects in the le# or the right atrium.
Introduction
It is well know that the electrocardiogram (ECG) is the signal representation of the electric activity of the heart collected on the body surface. The P-wave is the part of the recorded signal related to the atrium depolarization. Recently, it was observed that patients prone to attacks of Atrial Fibrillation (AF) present conduction defects in the atria [I] . These conduction defects generate shape differences in P-wave morphology on patient recordings [I], [2] . It is interesting to study these shape differences comparing a group of patients who had AF episodes and a group of safety ones. The final objective should be to use the behaviour of shape variations in the prevention of AF risk. J. Carlson et al. [I] have proposed a parametric method based on system identification to perform the shape clustering task. The main drawback of such a parametric method is the lack of direct physiological interpretation. The aim of this communication is to propose a nonparametric method based on ISA to cluster the P-wave shapes which would be better accepted by physicians [3], [4] , [5] . This method is able to do the clustering of the P-waves by the k-means algorithm, using ISA method to compute the class centroids, and to characterize two pattern families among the pathologic ones. The two pattern families represent patients probably presenting a conduction delay in the left atrium or in the right one [2].
Materials and methods
The signals we are interested in for shape clustering are assumed to be positive on their support. In practice this hypothesis is not restrictive for we can either use the energies or separately process the positive and negative parts of the signals [4] . We use the k-means algorithm combining a similarity criterion derived fiom the Distribution Function Method (DFM) [3] and the ISA algorithm 
The departure of &I) fiom linearity, for example computing the residue from the least mean square line, is a similarity criterion. In fact in OUT work, two similarity criterions dl and d2 derived from the DFM are used. x, ( t ) = k,s(a, t -d, ) + m , (t) ( 
7)
Where q ( t ) is a zero mean Gaussian white noise realisation. that the mean shape signal x"(f), obtained by denvating Z(t) , can be deduced from s(t) through the average affin function, i.e. whom parameters are the average scale factor and the average delay. So, in a class of equal shape signals, this synthesized signal is a good candidate for the 
Results and discussions
To test our approach, we used a data set of 20 recordings of 1 min duration sampled at 1 kHz (D2 
The Clusfering Strategy:
The clustering operation is done following two clustering strategies. The first one consists of using the similarity criterion d, (Eq. 2) and the k-means algorithm assuming 3 classes: safety (S), patients with conduction defects in the left atrium and the right one respectively. The second strategy is decomposed in two steps. First, using similarity criterion d2 (Eq. 3), the classes: (S + P2) and P1. Then, the algorithm is used another time with d2 to separate in two classes the first class of the precedent clustering: S and P2. A time transformation is performed on the signals of this class before this clustering step:
According to the results, we can see that the patients of the class PI are well detected among all the recording with few errors especially with the strategy 2 of clustering (9 over 11 recordings). The shape differences with safety and P2 recordings are important. On the detect due to smaller differences in shape with safety patients. For this class, strategy 2 performs better than strategy 1 (6 over IO recordings). Even with the safety recordings, the results of strategy 2 are better (14 over 19 recordings). We can observe on Fig. 2 the final class centers obtained by strategy 2 for PI, P2 and safety patients respectively.
Patholo& I
and Pathologic (p2) contrary, the patients class p2 are more dificult to is perfomed to p , ( t ) = p,(T. -t) for i=l to N(S+P2) (8)
Where
During the clustering, to avoid the influence of an atypical shape inside the class in computing the class center, a similarity test is done with the other class signals. If the result is over a specific threshold, the concerned signal is not used for the class center computation.
In Tables 1, 2 Each pattern represents the mean shape of the concerned class. The PI pattern is characterized by rapid raise and a slow descent with duration of about 120 ms. On the contrary; the P2 pattern presents a slow rise and a rapid descent with no excessive duration. The safety pattern is characterized by a relative symmetry with rapid rise and descent. All these remarks are relevant with the previous discussions in the literature [2] . The departure from perfect clustering of our data can he explained by: I ) the use of a suboptimal similarity criterion for the clustering task, 2) the presence of more than two pathological patterns inside recordings, 3) a natural shape variability among recordings which makes the shape clustering difficult, and 4) the possibility that some patients presenting conduction defects in the atria had not AF episodes until now.
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Conclusion
We have proposed a new shape clustering method based on Integrated Shape Averaging. The method was adapted to characterize P-wave shapes. The clustering results are promising and indicate the possibility of designing similarity criterions for detecting a specific Pwave pattern. This pattern could he linked with a specific AF pathology or an evolution step of it. The clustering goal could he to extract a population with AF risk from a group of patients and to separate this population into distinct pathologic classes. For this purpose, it must he noticed that we showed that P-wave shape is an important feature to detect AF risk hut other features may be added to improve the clustering performances.
